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Context: The Feature Tree Logic (FTL) has been proposed in the research
project Colis for the specification of POSIX primitives that transform the
file system (e.g., mv or mkdir) [3]. The specifications obtained in FTL have
been used for the verification of installation scripts in Debian [2]. A symbolic
execution engine [1] constructs an encoding of the behavior of the script as
an FTL formula. This is achieved by unrolling the constructions of the
scripting language (for instance POSIX shell) and combining them with the
known behavior of the UNIX primitives.

The properties verified are mainly correctness properties, that is no error
state is reached starting from a correct configuration. An extension to more
involved properties like idempotency (executing two times the same script
is like executing once) would require an efficient solver for the complete
first-order theory of FTL.

The complete first order theory of FTL is decidable, a decision procedure
has been proposed in [4] and implemented in OCaml for the quantifier-free
fragment in the solver colis-dp.

Objective: This internship aims at improving the colis-dp solver by
adding the quantifier elimination procedure proposed in [4] and a procedure
for computing the minimal model of a formula in FTL. These extensions
of the solver are required to check the well-formedness of the specifications
for POSIX primitives and for generating tests from these specifications. An
ambitious consequence of this internship is to obtain a test suite for the
POSIX implementations of primitives dealing with the file system.
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Workplan: The intern will start by getting familiar with the logic, the de-
cision proposed procedure and the present version of the solver colis-dp [5,
colis-language/tree/master/src/constraints]. Then, s.he will implement the
procedure proposed in [4] for quantifier elimination and will work on an al-
gorithm to obtain a model from a quantifier-free formula in FTL. The intern
will test her/his implementation on the formulas used for the specification
of POSIX primitives.

Requirement: Basic knowledge of first order logic and mastering of OCaml
programming.
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